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This work is a continuation and extension of our earlier articles on irreducible 
polynomials. We investigate the irreducibility of polynomials of the form g(f(x)) 
over an arbitrary but fixed totally real algebraic number field L, where g(x) and 
f(x) are manic polynomials with integer coefficients in IL, g is irreducible over L 
and its splitting field is a totally imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real 
number field. A consequence of our main result is as follows. If g is fixed then, 
apart from certain exceptionsfof bounded degree, gdf(x)) is irreducible over IL for 
all J having distinct roots in a given totally real number field. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f(x) denote an arbitrary manic polynomial having distinct integer 
roots. I. Schur conjectured (see [22, 51) that for g(x) = x2” + 1, n > 1, 
g(f(x)) is irreducible over the rational field Q. Later Brauer et al. [6] posed 
the question of the irreducibility over Q of gdf(x)) for arbitrary irreducible 
polynomials g(x) E Z [x] and showed that if g(x) is of degree (4 and 
different from cx, then, up to the obvious translations x + x + a with a E L, 
there are only finitely manyf(x) with distinct integer roots for which g(f(x)) 
is reducible and these f can be effectively determined. When g(x) is linear, 
this statement can be deduced from an earlier theorem of Polya [ 181. 
Numerous authors obtained results in this direction (for references see, 
e.g., 16, 19, 25, 7, 8, 151). For polynomials g(x) of higher degree the first 
results were established by Seres [23-251. In 125, 261 he proved Schur’s 
conjecture in a more general form. Further, he solved [27] the Brauer-Hopf 
problem in the above sense for every g(x) whose roots are complex units of a 
cyclotomic field. 
In [7] the Brauer-Hopf problem has been settled for a much wider class 
of g(x), namely for every manic polynomial g(x) whose splitting field is a 
totally imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real number field. 
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Furthermore, the results of [25-271 have been generalized to these 
polynomials g(x). 
In [ 7,8] we extended our investigations to the case when thef E Z [x] are 
manic polynomials having distinct real roots. We showed [8] that in this 
more general situation one can get general irreducibility theorems only if 
m = deg(f) is large relative to the degree of the splitting field offor if m is a 
prime, and we obtained [8] in both cases general results. In order to 
formulate and prove our irreducibility theorems we associated to every pair 
of polynomialsf, g a certain graph with vertex set consisting of the roots of 
f(x) and showed [7] that if this graph has a connected component with s 
vertices, then the number of irreducible factors of g(f(x)) is not greater than 
[deg(f)/s]. Applying a theorem of Baker ([I]; see also [2]) concerning the 
Thue equation, we proved [8] that if m = degdf) is sufficiently large relative 
to g(0) and certain parameters of the splitting field off(x) then the graph in 
question has a connected component with at least [(m + 1)/2] vertices and 
so, in view of our estimate cited above, g(f(x)) is irreducible or the product 
of two irreducible factors of the same degree. We conjectured [ 8 1 that here 
the lower bound [(m + 1)/2] can be further improved (i.e., that for fixed 
g(x), g(f(x)) is always irreducible if m is sufficiently large). 
The resolution of a diophantine problem [ 12 1 enabled us to confirm [ 131 
the above conjecture. In this paper, using our recent theorems [ 131 on the 
graphs mentioned above and a theorem of [ 111, we considerably improve 
and generalize the results of [25-27, 7,8] concerning the Brauer-Hopf 
problem. We obtain general results on the irreducibility of polynomials of 
the form g(f(x)) over an arbitrary but fixed totally real algebraic number 
field IL, wheref(x) and g(x) are manic polynomials with integer coefficients 
in li, the roots offare totally real and distinct, g is irreducible over li and its 
splitting field is a totally imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real 
number field. Our main result (Theorem 1) implies that if g is fixed then, 
apart from certain exceptions fof bounded degree, g(f(x)) is irreducible over 
IL for all f having distinct roots in a fixed totally real number field. For 
polynomials g of the above type Theorem 1 may be regarded as a solution of 
a generalized version of the Brauer-Hopf problem. 
We show that our theorems cannot be extended to arbitrary number fields 
il- and to arbitrary irreducible polynomials g(x) with integer coefficients in IL. 
2. NOTATION 
Before stating our theorems. we establish our notation and make some 
preliminary remarks. 
Throughout Section 3 U_ and IK denote totally real algebraic number fields 
with ring of integers Z,. and Z,, respectively. We suppose that U_ G IFi. Let I, 
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D, and R, (resp. k, D, and RK) be the degree, the discriminant and the 
regulator of ii (resp. of IK). Let r denote the number of fundamental units in 
IK and let R,* = max(R,, e). We signify by v,(x) the number of pairwise 
non-associate algebraic integers /I in IK with ]NKio@)] <x. We have (see 
1291) 
U/~(X) < e20k2 ID, I ‘lck+ “(log ( 2D,I)kx. (‘1 
Let J; g E Z, [xl. In order that g(f(x)) be irreducible over li, it is necessary 
that g(x) be irreducible over IL. However, this condition is not sufficient in 
general. Under the condition below concerning the splitting field of g we 
obtain general irreducibility theorems for the polynomials g(f(x)). In order 
to briefly state our theorems we introduce the following notation: 
Let G > 1 denote an arbitrary constant and let P,(G) denote the set of 
manic polynomials g E Z,[x] having the following properties: g is 
irreducible over lL, the splitting field of g over IL is a totally imaginary 
quadratic extension of a totally real number field and 
I%,( g(O))1 I” < G, 
where n = deg( g). 
It is obvious that, e.g., Pa(G) contains all cyclotomic polynomials and 
P,(G) contains infinitely many cyclotomic polynomials for every G > 1. 
The polynomials A f * E ZJx] will be called Z,-equivalent if f(x) = 
f*(x + a) with some a E Z,. Clearly gdf(x)) and g(f*(x)) are simul- 
taneously reducible or irreducible over IL for any g E Z,[x]. 
As usual, m will denote the maximum of the absolute values of the 
conjugates of the coefftcients of a polynomial f(x) with algebraic coef- 
ficients. 
3. THEOREMS 
First we show that if g E P,(G) for some G > 1, then, apart from certain 
exceptions, g(f(x)) is irreducible over U_ for all f E Z, [x] having distinct 
roots in IK. To simplify the description of the exceptions we remark that 
among the polynomials f, g under consideration there exist manic 
polynomials f, g E Z,[x] with the following properties: 
Sk> = fi (X>.h(X)~ where f,(x) -fi(x) = t E z,(,,, 
fi(x> -A(O) E Z,[x],fi(O) E BLttj, i = L2, (3) 
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and t is a non-zero totally real algebraic integer with [L(t) : ii] < 2. Each 
root p E G of g satisfies 
P = rp(u, - t>* (4) 
where v + f,(O) E nLcDj with some non-zero o E ZLcD,[,. 
It is easy to see that, e.g., f(x) = (x + t)x (0 # t E Z,) and the minimal 
polynomial g(x) of i(i - t) over iL satisfy (3) and (4). Further, if @E IK for 
some non-zero d E Z, and a2 - db2 = t with non-zero a, b E Z,, then 
f(x) = (x2 - 2ax + t)(x’ - 2ax) and the above g(x) also have the required 
properties. Further (more complicated) examples can be found in 18). 
In the case of polynomialsJ g having the properties (3) and (4) 
f(x) -P = (f,(x) - a7>vz(x) + v> 
over li(j3) and so, by Lemma 1, g(f(x)) is reducible over IL. Further, if 
g E P,(G), then by Lemma 2 INL,,~,o(t)l < 2’G)tLu)“‘. 
Our main result is then as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Let IL, IK and P,(G) be as above, and let f E Z,, Ix] be a 
manic polynomial of degree m with distinct roots in IK. If g(f (x)) is reducible 
over IL for some g E PI.(G) then 
(i) m is even and ,<2(r + 1) u/i(C), f is of the form (3),each root of g 
satisfies (4) and g(f (x)) is the product of two irreducible factors of equal 
degree, or 
(ii) 2 < m < 2C5, f is L,-equivalent to a polvnomial of the form 
r]mf*(~-‘x) E Z,[xl, where 11 is a unit in IL, f * E Z,[x] satisfies 
with 
If * I < exp(m(k + 2) CLo(log C)“} (5) 
C = max( (2G2”)k, I D, [@(log 120, l)2r’5 
x exp[ (25(r + 3)k)““+ “Ri log Ri]) 
and g*(f *(x)) is reducible over IL where 
g*(x) = rl -‘WVX) E P,(G), n = deg( g). 
For IL = Q and [IK : Q] < 2 this result was proved in [7,8] as a 
generalization of some theorems of Seres [25,27], The special case ii = Q of 
Theorem 1 is a considerable improvement of the main result (Theorem la) 
of IS]. As remarked in the Introduction, in case of polynomials g E P,(G) 
our above theorem may be regarded as a solution of a generalization of the 
Brauer-Hopf problem. 
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As we mentioned, there exist polynomialsf, g with property (i) and these 
exceptions are connected with the Tarry-Escott problem (cf. [21,8]). 
Further, for suitably chosen IL and IK there are infinitely many g and, for 
each of these g, there are infinitely many pairwise inequivalent f such thatf; 
g have the property (i), but do not have the property (ii). This is the case, 
e.g., if IL = Q and IK contains a quadratic subfield (see [8] and the second 
example given before Theorem 1). In these examples t E L,, but it is easy to 
construct polynomials f, g satisfying (i) with t G? IL. Finally we remark that 
for suitable f there are infinitely many g for which (i) holds. 
There exists f E zL[x] such that& g have property (ii) for infinitely many 
g E P,(G) (see, e.g., the exceptions in Theorem 6 of [7]). Apart from the 
exceptions f, g described in (i), Theorem 1 reduces the question of the 
irreducibility of polynomials g(f(x)) in question to that of the irreducibility 
of g(f *(x)), where the polynomials f * E ZJx] satisfy (5) and deg(f *) = 
m < 2C’. Clearly there are only finitely many f * with these properties and 
these f * can be effectively determined. 
It is evident that in case (ii) the reducibility of g*(f *(x)) implies the 
reducibility of g(f (x)). By using a well-known algorithm of Zassenhaus 13 1 ] 
we can check whether g*(f *(x)) is reducible over IL. 
Since R, > 0, 373 (see [ 17]), from (1) we get 2(r + 1) I&.(C) < C3 and 
Theorem 1 yields the following: 
COROLLARY. Let f(x), C and PL(G) be as in Theorem 1. If deg(f) > 2C’ 
then g(f(x)) is irreducible over II- for every g E P,,(G). 
This corollary also improves and generalizes the main result of 181. 
It is easy to verify that if p E L, [x] is a manic irreducible polynomial over 
L, its splitting field is totally real, a, ,..., a,,, E L, are distinct and m is 
sufficiently large then f(x) = p(x + a,) . . . p(x + a,) satisfies the conditions 
of the above corollary. 
THEOREM 2. Let IL, IK, C and P,(G) be defined as in Theorem 1, and let 
f E ZJx] be a manic polynomial with more than max(deg(f)/2 + 1, 2C5) 
distinct roots in IK. Then g(f(x)) is irreducible over iL for every g E P,(G). 
In the case L = IK = Q a slightly more precise result was established in 
[71. 
Theorem 2 also constains the above corollary of Theorem 1. 
Our Theorems 1 and 2 do not remain valid for any number field IL and for 
any manic irreducible polynomial g E Z,[x]. Indeed, let iL E IK be any (not 
necessarily totally real) algebraic number fields having infinitely many units, 
f E ~Jx] a manic polynomial of degree m whose roots are distinct units of 
IK and g(x) = x -f(O). Then IN,,,,(g(O))l = 1, m can be arbitrarily large 
relative to C and x ) g(f(x)) in ZL[x]. 
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We consider next the case when the polynomials f E Z,[x] are of prime 
degree. As usual, D(f) will denote the discriminant of a polynomialf(x). 
THEOREM 3. Let IL and P,(G) be as in Theorem 1, and letf E Z,[x] be 
a manic irreducible polynomial over IL with totally real splitting field. If 
deg(f) = p is a prime and 
IJ%,~P(S))I > (2’W’P- ') 
then g(f(x)) is irreducible over iL for every g E P,(G). 
The case of Theorem 3 when IL = Q was proved in [S]. 
Theorem 3 together with Theorem 1 of [ II] gives the following: 
(6) 
THEOREM 4. Let 1L and P,(G) be as in Theorem 1, and let f E Z,,[x] be 
a manic irreducible polynomial over 1L with totall?, real splitting jield. If 
deg(f) = p is a prime and g(f (x)) is reducible over li for some g E P,(G), 
then f is L,-equivalent to a polynomial of the form qpf *(v-lx), where 7 is a 
unit. f * E Z,[x] satisfies 
If”l < exp{c,[(ID,I GP-1)3’2(log/201.Gl)‘ti14p3/ (7) 
with an effectively computable positive constant c, = c,(l, p) and g*(f *(x)) 
is reducible over IL, where g*(x) = ~-p”g(~px) E P{,(G), n = deg( g). 
Our Theorem 4 generalizes Theorem 2a of [8] and Theorem 4 of 1 lo]. 
There are only finitely many f * E ZL[x] of degree p with the property (7) 
and all these f * can be effectively determined. Similarly to Theorem 1, 
Theorem 4 reduces the problem of the irreducibility of polynomials g(f(x)) 
of the type considered to the case of the polynomials g(f *(x)). 
Proposition 6 of [8] shows that our Theorems 3 and 4 cannot be extended 
to polynomials f of composite degree. Further, Theorems 3 and 4 do not 
remain true if the splitting field off or of g does not possess the required 
property (see, e.g., Proposition 7 in [ 8 I). 
4. LEMMAS 
To prove our theorems we need some lemmas. We keep the notations of 
Section 3, but without assuming that the fields IL, IK are totally real. 
LEMMA 1. (Capelli). Let IL be any algebraic numberJeld,f, g E Z,[x] 
manic polynomials, g irreducible over IL and /3 one of the roots of g in G. If 
f(x) -P = f/ (7&w 
i=l 
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is the irreducible factorization off(x) - /I over IL@) then 
is the irreducible factorization of g(f (x)) over IL. 
Proof. See [30] or [20]. We remark that Capelli proved this theorem in 
a less general form (cf. [30]). 
LEMMA 2. Let M be a totally imaginary quadratic extension of a totally 
real algebraic number field, and let a and p be non-zero algebraic integers in 
M. If a//3 is not real and a + p is real then 
Proof. This is Corollary 3.2 in 191. 
Let M be an arbitrary algebraic number field, and let ,d = {a, ,..., a,,,} be a 
finite subset of L,V. Using the terminology of 141, for given N > 1 we denote 
by ‘VM(&‘, N) the graph whose vertex set is &’ and whose edges are the unor- 
dered pairs [ai, aj] having the property 
INw,Q(ai - aj)l > N. 
It is clear that the graph .YJ&, N) defined above is uniquely determined by 
M, & and N. 
LEMMA 3. Let M be as in Lemma 2, f, E Z,[x] a manic polynomial 
with real coeflcients, a, ,..., a, s > 2 distinct real algebraic integers in M, 
and /I a non-real algebraic integer in M. Let A’ = {a, ,..., as}, and let M’ 3 M 
be any totally imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real algebraic 
number field. If the graph .?i,(J, N,W,,(2b)) is connected then 
F(x)=f,(x)(x-aa,)...(x-acr,)-fi h as no irreducible factor of degree less 
than s over M’. If in particular s > deg(F)/2, then F(x) is irreducible over 
PI’. 
Proof This is Lemma 7 in [S]. It is not valid for arbitrary number fields 
M, M’ (see [7, 81). Further, the estimate given for the degree of irreducible 
factors of F is in general best possible (cf. [8]). 
Now let IK be an arbitrary algebraic number field with the parameters 
specified in Section 2. Suppose 
N > ID,lk*(log (2D,])2”s exp{(25(r + 3),)20’r+2)R~. log R;) (8) 
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and consider the graph FK(&, N), where d = {a, ,..., a,} is a finite subset of 
Z, with m > 2 elements. Let m denote the maximum of the absolute values 
of the conjugates of an algebraic number CL. 
LEMMA 4. Let N and F&z’, N) be as above. Then at least one of the 
following cases holds: 
(i) .%(A, N) h as a connected component with more than m/2 
vertices, 
(ii) m is even and < 2(r + 1) vi(N), .Yi(&‘, N) has two connected 
components with m/2 vertices and both components are complete, 
(iii) m ,< 2N5 and there exist a unit E in IK and aij E Z, such that 
ui - aj = caij for all ai, uj E ,YZ’ and 
(9) 
Pro05 This lemma is a simple consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 of [ 131 
(see also the remark after Theorem 1 in [13]). 
LEMMA 5. Let .&(J, N) be defined as above with N satisfying (8) and 
suppose that the number m of vertices of .FK(&‘, N) is greater than 2N5. Then 
.V&,c?‘, N) has a connected component with at least m - 1 vertices. 
Proof Lemma 5 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 of [ 131. 
LEMMA 6. Let M and M ’ be as in Lemma 3, IK a real subfield of PI, 
aI ,..., a, m > 2 distinct algebraic integers in IK and p a non-real algebraic 
integer in M. Suppose that N satisfies (8) and N >, N,,,,o(2/32)“““‘K’. If 
F(x) = (x - a,) . . . (x - a,) - /I is reducible over M ’ then 
(i) m is even and < 2(r + 1) vi(N), (x - a,) ... (x - a,) = f,(x) fi(x) 
with f,(x) -f,(x) = t E L, and N,,,,o(t) < N,,,(2p), p = q(rp - t) with 
v, E L,W, and 
F(x) = u-l(X) - (P)(f*(x) + (D) 
is the factorization of F into irreducible polynomials in M’ [xl. or 
(ii) m < 2N5, there exist a unit E E IK and aij E Z, such that 
ai - aj = eaij for all ai, aj and (9) holds. 
By the help of the example mentioned after Theorem 1 it is easy to show 
that in Lemma 6 both cases (i) and (ii) can occur. 
In case (i) cp + (t - o) E L, and ---/I = o(t - o) E Z,, hence either o E L,, 
or o is a quadratic algebraic integer over PI. 
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In case (ii) R’(x) is Z,-equivalent to x(x - ECQ,) .+. (x - ~a,~) - j3 and this 
polynomial is reducible over PI’ if and only if x(x-a,,) . . . (~-a,,)-&-~@ 
is also reducible. 
Proof of Lemma 6. We shall use some ideas of the proof of Theorem la 
of [8]. 
Suppose that F(x) = (x - a,) ... (x - urn) - p is reducible over M ‘. Write 
.d = (a, ,...) a,} and consider the graphs 5&(&‘, N) and %+,I(&‘, N+,,,(2/9). It 
follows from 
I NK,,(ai - aj>l > N 
that 
N,,,,@(ai - aj) > N’“““’ > N+f,Q(W)* 
Hence any edge [ai, aj] of 2&M’, N) is an edge of ,%&,(M’, N,,,,,(2&). Since 
F(x) is reducible, by Lemma 3 &&zZ’, N,,,(2@) has no connected 
component with more than m/2 vertices and so YK(&‘, N) has the same 
property. Consequently, by Lemma 4 YK(&, N) has the properties (ii) or 
(iii) specified in Lemma 4. 
First suppose that YK(&‘, N) has the property (ii) occurring in Lemma 4, 
i.e., that m is even, say m = 2m’, m < 2(r + 1) t&(N), &(&‘, N) has two 
connected components with m’ vertices and both components are complete. 
Since .Yb(&‘, N,,c(2/?)) has no connected component with more than m’ 
vertices, it has the same structure as .‘gi(,d, N). Thus by Lemma 3 F(x) is 
the product of two irreducible polynomials of degree m’over M’. Suppose, 
for convenience, that a, ,..., a,,,, and a,,, , ,..., a, are the vertex sets of the 
connected components of $(,d, N). Write f,(x) = (x - a,) . . . (x - a,,), 
f*(x)=(x-a,,,,+,)... (x--J and 
WI = f,(x) “h(x) - P = 71, (x) %(X)5 Cl01 
where 7c1, z2 E Z,,,,[x] are manic irreducible polynomials of degree m’ over 
M’. Then 
n,(x) =./-i(x) f co,,(x) =“Mx) + vl&h 
q(x) =f,(x) + %1(X) =L(x) + CpzAxh 
(11) 
with polynomials o,,(x), v)r2(x), p*,(x), rpz,(x) E Z,,[x] of degree < m’ - 1. 
By the definition off,(x) 
vl,(ai)=n,(ai)f03 i = l,..., m’. 
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Since [ai, aj] is an edge of .!Q&‘, N) for all i, j with 1 < i, j < m’. so 
NMI,Q(ai - clj) > N’“‘:K1 > NM,,,(2p2) 
= 2~“‘:Q1N,w,,,(7r,(ai) 7r2(ai) n,(aj) n2(aj)) 
> 2[“‘:a1NM,,Q(7z,(ai) n,(aj)) 
= 2’M”Q1N*,/lQ(~,l(ai) pll(aj)) > ‘. 
Consequently, by Lemma 5 of [S 1 we get 
with some p, i E PI ’ (where (pII denotes the complex conjugate of vi,(x)). -- 
We can prove in the same way as above that vi*(x) =~,~‘p~~(x), ~‘~i(x) = 
Pan and v)&) = P~~‘P&) with p12, p2], p22 E M’. 
We follow now the argument of the proof of Theorem la of 181. 
Equation (11) implies 
rl(ai > VllCai) -=-= 
xI(ai) Pll(ai) ‘I’ 
n2(ai) q21tai) and - = ___ 
d(T) p2,(ai) =P2’r 
i = I,..., m’. 
This together with (10) gives 
P nl(ai) n2(ai) 
p=-= 
P nl(ai> n2(ai) 
‘PIIP21 
and similarly p12pzz = p. In view of (1 l), (10) may be written in the form 
f, (x)f,(x> - P 
= %(X) n,(x) = U,(x) + ‘PI ,(x1 \ K(x) + a722b) 19 
whence 
-P=fi(x> cp22@> +“w> VI,(X) + co,,(x) (D22@)- (12) 
By taking the complex conjugate of both sides we get 
-PP = P2,Slcf) %2(X) + P1*f*(X) %1(X) + PI,P22V11(X) v22@). (13) 
It follows from (12) and (13) that 
PII I PP - P22P = P22P@12 - 1). 
641/15/2-3 
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If Pl2 - 1 = 0 then (D,,(X) =(D,~(x) and so, by (II), x1(x) is a polynomial 
with real coeffkients. Thus (10) gives 
which is a contradiction. Consequently p2&pIz - 1) # 0 and so 
rpll(X> = v11 I E ‘cw. Similarly, (o12(x) = v12* (02,(x) = (421 and (Dam = p22 are 
also non-zero algebraic integers in PI’. 
From (11) we get 
f,(x) -f,(x) = v)l2 - CPI 1= v22 - P21 = L (14) 
where 0 # t E Z,. Now (12) and (14) imply 
-P - V)22(t + 91,) = ((D,* + (D22).Mx). 
But the polynomialf,(x) is not constant, hence 
-P-ulzz(f+P,,)=o~ Yll +(P22=0 
and with the notation --(or, = qpz2 = (o we get /I = (o(q - t). Then 
J-(x) = (f,(x) - VU,(X) + (D) 
is the irreducible factorization of F over PI ‘, 9 and t - o are non-zero 
algebraic integers in P’ ’ and (t - o)/q is not real. Thus, by Lemma 2 
Kf,,,W2) G NM&(t - PI) = NW,QCB)~ 
whence 
NM,&> G ~*f,&P) 
Finally, if &(A?, N) has property (iii) specified in Lemma 4, then F(x) 
satisfies the conditions listed in (ii) of Lemma 6 and this completes the proof 
of our lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Let PI, PI’, IK and p be as in Lemma 6. Suppose that N 
satisfies (8) and N 2 NM,o(2P)“‘M’“1. Let a, ,..., a, be distinct algebraic 
integers in IK, and f, E ZM[x] a manic polynomial with real coefficients. If 
F(x) = j-,(x)(x - a,) ..* (x - a,) - j3 
and 
s > max(deg(F)/2 + 1, 2N5) 
then F(x) is irreducible over M ‘. 
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Proof: Write d = {a, ,..., a,} and consider the graphs &(&. N) and 
.F&Y’, N,,,(2/3)). By the assumption we have s > 2N5 and so, by L,emma 5, 
.F&QZ’, N) has a connected component with at least s - 1 vertices. But we 
can see in the same way as in the proof of Lema 6 that every edge of 
gK(d,N) is an edge of YM(59,NM,o(2/?)). C onsequently, this latter graph 
also has a connected component with at least s - 1 vertices. Since 
s - 1 > deg(F)/2, by Lemma 3 F(x) is irreducible over M’. 
LEMMA 8. Let IL be any algebraic number field with the parameters 
spectjied in Section 2, a a non-zero element in IL with 1 N,,o(a)l = m. and v a 
positive integer. There exists a unit n in li such that 
I an” I < m I” exp(v(6f3)‘-‘RI,}. 
Proof. This lemma is a consequence of Lemma 3 of [ 141. 
LEMMA 9. Let IL be as in Lemma 8, and let f E Z,[x] be a manic 
polynomial of degree m > 2 such that 0 < INt,,o(D(f))l < d. Then f is L,- 
equivalent to a polynomial of the form rl”f *(n-Ix), where n is a unit in IL, 
f * E ZL[x] and 
If”l < exp(c,[(lD,( d”“)3’2(log /DLdI)“‘]“““} 
with an effectively computable positive constant c, = c,(l, m). 
Proof Our Lemma 9 is a special case of Theorem 1 of [ 111 (see also 
(2’) in [ll]). 
5. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be based on Lemmas 6 and 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that f E Z,,[x] and g E PL(G) satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 1 and g(f(x)) is reducible over IL. Then m > 2. Let 
aI ,..., a, denote the roots off and let p be one of the roots of g. By Lemma 1 
F(x)= (x-a,)... (x-a&/I is reducible over IL@) and hence reducible 
also over IK(‘j3). Since IK is totally real and the splitting field of g is a totally 
imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real field, lK(‘j?) = P! is also a 
totally imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real number field. 
By virtue of (2) we have 
INMIQ(2jj*)II/[M:Kl =2k INL(B),Q(P)I*[M:L(4)1/1,M:X1 
= 2k IN,,,(g(0))(2'":L'"'1/'":"' 
< (2G2”)k < C 
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with the C defined in Theorem 1. Consequently we may apply Lemma 6 
with M’ = PI and N = C, and we obtain that for F(x) at least one of cases 
(i), (ii) of Lemma 6 holds. 
First suppose that F(x) possesses the properties specified by (i) of 
Lemma 6, i.e., m = 2m’, m<2(r+ l)&(C), (x-o,)...(~-a~)= 
f,(x)f*(x) with f,(x) -f*(x) = t E L,, p = cp(u, - t) with 0 # q E Z,,, and 
F(x) = (f,(x) - cpw2C~) + PI 
is the decomposition of F into irreducible polynomials in M[x]. Since 
L(p) s M and F(x) is reducible over 1L(j?), this is at the same time the decom- 
positions of F into irreducible polynomials over IL@). So, by Lemma 1, 
g( f(x)) is the product of two irreducible polynomials of degree m’ deg( g) 
over U_. 
Sincef,(x) -f*(x) = t,f, and fi may be written in the form 
f,(X)=Xm’+alxm’-’ + ... +a,.p,x+f,(0). 
f*(X)=Xm’+a,x+’ + ‘*. +a,~~,x+f*(O). 
Here f, , f, E Z,[x]. Further, in view of f,(x)fi(x) E ZI.[x] we have 
2a, E Z,. Thus u1 E Z,. We can prove by induction on j that aj E L, for 
j= l,..., m’ - 1 and f,(O) t f*(O), f,(O) f2(0) E Z, . Since f,(O) -f2(O> = t, it 
follows that t is a totally real algebraic integer with [L(t) : IL] < 2 and 
.m> E LL(,, 3 i = 1, 2. This proves that f is of the form (3). 
As we showed above, f,(x) + (o E Z1,4J[x]. Hence f*(O) + q E L,,,b,, and 
so (D E .Zr.,D,r,, i.e., (4) also holds. 
Suppose now that for F(x) case (ii) of Lemma 6 holds. Then m < 2C’ and 
there exist a unit F E IK and czjj E “3, such that for all distinct a;, ~l,~ 
and 
ai - aj = caij (15) 
m;~ LJ < exp( Cr”(log C)“}. (16) 
Evidently 
O#D(f)= 11 Cai-aj~2E ‘L. 
l<i<j<m 
Further, by (15) and (16) we get 
I~L,,P(f)l < expiWm - 1) C1o(log Cl”\ = C,. (17) 
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We could now apply Theorem 1 of [ 111 (or our Lemma 9 which is a 
particular case of that theorem) toJ: However, following the argument of the 
proof of Theorem 1 of [ 1 l] we shall get much better and explicit bound in 
(5). 
By virtue of Lemma 8 (17) implies that there exist a unit 7 E IL and a 
6 E L, such that D(f) = ~~(~~‘~8 and 
lb/ < C:” exp(m(m - 1)(613)‘-‘R,} = C2. 
It follows from (15) that 
wl) m-1) = 6 rl a,y*, 
I<i<j<m 
whence 
l&q < pm- ” exp{(k - 1) C’O(log C)“) 
= exp{kC”(log C)” + (613)‘-‘R,) = C,. 
So from (15) we get 
ai-aj=v,yij, l<i<j<m. (18) 
with an algebraic integer xij E Z, satisfying 
max lxijl < C3C:“m’mP’)= C,. 
i..i 
Writing xii=O, a,+...+a,=a, and Xil+...+Xim=‘i, from (18) we 
obtain 
mai=a,+$ki, i = I,..., m, (19) 
where a, E L, and 
L?J<mC,, i=l,..., m. (20) 
Equation (19) gives 
~6, E --a ,(mod m). 
Since I?, a, E Z,, there is an a2 E L, such that 
6, = a, (mod m) 
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for each i, i = 1 ,..., m. Further, by a result of Mahler (161 and Bartz [3] 
there exists an integral basis w, ,..., wI in IL with the property 
max lwII < f’/D,,/“2. 
I<h</ 
Let us represent a, in such a basis. We can easily see that there is an a3 E L,, 
congruent to a, (mod m) for which 
m < ml’+ ’ ID,, / “‘. (21) 
Write 17~ = a3 + my,, i = l,..., m. Then yi is an algebraic integer for each i and 
by (20), (21), l< k and lD,l< ID,1 we have 
max I yi I < C, + I’+ ’ ID,, l I’* < 2C,. 
i 
Finally, from (19) we get 
(22) 
Ui = U + ?/yi 9 i = l,..., m, 
with a suitable algebraic integer a of ii. 
Take now the polynomial 
f*(x) = fJ cx - I+). 
i-l 
Then @‘f*(?l-‘x) E L,,[x] is L,-equivalent tofif* E Z,,/x] and by (22) 
If”i < exp(m[(k + 1) C”(log C)” + (613)‘-‘R,I}. (23 1 
Using an explicit estimate of Siegel [28] we get 
(613)‘-‘R, < (6e13)’ /D,./“2(log 120,1)‘- < C 
and (23) implies (5). 
It is easily seen that g*(x) = rl -m”g(qmx) E P,(G) and that g*(f*(x)) is 
reducible over iL. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let g be an arbitrary polynomial in P,.(G), and let ,4’ 
be one of the roots of g in @. Let M = IK(J). Then M is a totally imaginary 
quadratic extension of a totally real number field. In view of (2) we have 
NW&P) Il[M:Kl = 2k ~~~,~4~,Q~)~I~~f:~.c~~l/l~~f:~l 
= 2k INf,,o(g(0))ll”:~‘D’l/l”:“l 
< (2G”‘)k < C. 
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Let a, ,..., a, denote the roots of f in IK, and write f(x) = 
f,(x)(x - a,) e.. (x-a,). S ince f,(x) E Z,[x] is a manic polynomial and 
s > max(deg(f)/2 + 1, 2C5), by applying Lemma 7 to f(x) -p with the 
choice N = C we obtain that f(x) -/I is irreducible over kl. So it is 
irreducible over ii(p), and by Lemma 1 g(f(x)) is irreducible over Uk. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let g be an arbitrary polynomial in P,(G), /I one of 
the roots of g and al ,..., a, the roots off in C. Let M = lL(a, ,..., ap, /3). Then 
M is a totally imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real number field. 
Write zZ+ = {a, ,..., a,} and consider the graph Y = Z&z’, N,,,(2/3)). 
Suppose, for convenience, that a, ,..., a, are the vertices of a maximal 
connected component of ,V. In view of (6) and (2) we have 
L <!ll<, 
N$,Jai - aj) = 1 NL,,(D(f))l’““L’ 
\ . 
> (2’G) ptp- I)[,ll:LI 
> IY,,,oW3>Ip’p- ‘I- 
This implies 
Nwdai - aj) > N,u,oW) 
for some i and j, and so s > 2. 
Denoting by r the Galois group of f(x) over II, r may be regarded as a 
subgroup of the automorphism group of .%. So (x(a,),...,x(a,)) and 
( w(al),..., ~(a,)) are identical or disjoint for each x, v E r (where x(ai) and 
ty(a,) denote the images of ai under the automorphisms x and w). Conse- 
quently there are x, ,...’ xd E r such that {x,(a,>,..., xl(a,)},..., 
kd(al)T.-j xd(as)\ are pairwise disjoint and p = ds. Since s > 2 hence s =p 
and so .‘% is connected. Thus by Lemma 3 f(x) -/I is irreducible over I!-@). 
Finally, Lemma 1 implies that g(f(x)) is irreducible over IL. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose that f(x) satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 4 and g(f(x)) is reducible over IL for some g E P{,(G). Then by 
Theorem 3 we have 
I N,,,QW))l ,< P’G)P’P- I). 
So, by virtue of Lemma 9 f is Z,-equivalent to a polynomial of the form 
qpf *(v-lx), where q E li is a unit, f * E HL[x] and (7) holds. Further 
g*(x) = ~-p”g(~px) E P,(G) and g*(f *(x)) is reducible over IL. 
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